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Understanding the Bible Jan 08 2021 Author John Stott examines the cultural, social, geographical, and historical background of the Bible, as he
outlines the story with its central theme, and as he explains its message.
I Believe in Preaching Sep 16 2021 Is preaching dead - or at least dying? In a digital age, where congregations have unprecedented access to resources,
do we still need sermons? John Stott's I BELIEVE IN PREACHING has been essential reading for ministers, students and lay preachers for over three
decades. Its message is as relevant today as ever. 'I do believe in preaching. . . I believe that nothing is better calculated to restore health and vitality to
the Church or to lead its members into maturity in Christ than a recovery of true, biblical, contemporary preaching.' John Stott This edition also
contains a brand new introduction form the original series editor Michael Green.
Between Two Worlds Feb 21 2022 First published 1982 in the U.K. by Hodder and Stoughton, London, under the title "I Believe in Preaching."
Jesus Christ Jul 02 2020 John Stott authors Bible studies from the Gospels on the nature of Christ. The studies include excerpts from his book The
Incomparable Christ.
The Incomparable Christ Jan 20 2022 From four distinct perspectives--original, ecclesiastical, influential and eternal, John Stott offers an introduction
to help you understand Jesus and his ministry.
God’s Word for Today’s World Oct 05 2020 Nothing is more important than hearing, understanding and obeying God’s Word. Our lives and local
churches depend on this for their life, health and growth. John Stott is well known worldwide for the commitment he had to the Bible, both in his
preach- ing and in his living. In this persuasive book, Stott concisely demonstrates the power, authority and relevance of the Bible for every Christian –
in every culture and generation. What is the purpose of God’s Word? How does it point us to Christ? What is its relationship to the Holy Spirit? How
does it shape the church? And what does it mean for Christian discipleship? The author answers these questions with simplicity and clarity, urging us to
hear and obey God’s Word in today’s world.
Baptism and Fullness Mar 30 2020 The Holy Spirit continues to be at work around the world, as numerous renewal movements attest. Yet much
confusion and controversy remain regarding the Holy Spirit's activity. In this classic study, John Stott provides clear biblical exposition on the promise,
the fruit and the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
The Living Church Mar 10 2021 John Stott describes the characteristics of an "authentic" or "living" church that conserves Scripture and radically
combines tradition and that convention called "culture." He presents the Bible's wisdom with a teacher's skill and applies it with a pastor's heart. Stott
shows that becoming a living church is not an impossible goal.
The Challenge of Preaching May 12 2021 Trim new edition of a modern evangelical classic on preaching Internationally esteemed as an expository
preacher and evangelical spokesman, John Stott edified thousands of Christian preachers and listeners during his lifetime. His writings, marked by a
special clarity of expression, continue to speak to readers around the world. This book abridges and revises the text of Stott's Between Two Worlds: The
Challenge of Preaching Today, first published in 1982, and updates it for our twenty-first-century context. Through Greg Scharf's abridging and
updating work, John Stott's perspectives and insights on faithful, relevant preaching of the Word of God will benefit a new generation of preachers and
preachers-to-be.
The Global God Jul 14 2021 A global Christian manifesto in which contributors examine attributes of God--the ones that are most understood in today's
culture and the ones that need to be more fully apprehended.
The Grace of Giving Oct 25 2019 Giving generously, even sacrificially, is part of radical Christian discipleship. In this booklet, John Sott takes us
through the Apostle Paul's teaching on giving. The Didasko Files RESOURCES FROM THE LAUSANNE MOVEMENT The Lausanne Movement is a
confessional movement that seeks to articulate the role of today's Church. It links together evangelical movements around the world, and is the largest
representative gathering of the Church. The Didasko Files is a growing series--that takes its name from the New Testament Greek verb didasko, meaning
"I teach"--used by those involved with the Lausanne Movement. These books are meant to serve the world's Church by helping Christians to grow in
their faith.
Basic Christianity Nov 18 2021 World-renowned scholar and preacher John R.W. Stott embarks on a compelling course of study that first defends the
fundamental claims of Christianity and then defines the proper overworkings of these basic beliefs in the daily lives of believers. Here is a sound,
sensible guide for those who are seeking an intellectually satisfying presentation of the Christian faith.
The Cross of Christ Apr 11 2021 In this thoughtful, comprehensive study of Scripture, tradition and the modern world, John R. W. Stott brings readers
face to face with the centrality of the cross in God's plan of redemption.
Reading Timothy and Titus with John Stott Jun 20 2019 Paul's pastoral letters focus on the objective and universal truth revealed in Jesus. John Stott's
teachings from The Message of 1 Timothy and Titus and The Message of 2 Timothy are offered here as brief daily devotional readings, with thirteen
weekly studies that take small groups passage by passage through the pastoral letters.
John Stott Bible Studies Nov 06 2020 For five decades John Stott has been a tireless and faithful Bible expositor and teacher. Millions have benefited
from his careful study and eloquent writings. His commentaries stock the shelves of pastors and preachers around the globe. Hailed as the elder
statesman of evangelical Christianity, Stott is one of the world's most beloved and respected Bible teachers alive today.Now with this Bible study series
you can explore Scripture side by side with John Stott, enhancing your own in-depth study with his insights gained from his years of immersion in God's
Word. Included in each is his insightful exposition of key biblical passages, as well as inductive study questions for individual or group use.The John
Stott Bible Study series will serve as an excellent introduction both to the work of John Stott as well as the riches of Scripture
Balanced Christianity Dec 27 2019 Christians tend to polarize. Some have an intellectual faith, while others are more emotional. Some focus on
structure while others focus on freedom. And some champion evangelism while others advocate for social action. John Stott's classic statement of
balanced Christianity shows how we can hold these tensions together in biblical, faithful ways.

The Message of Acts Jan 28 2020 The experiences of the early church have much to say about issues that concern Christians today. What can Acts tell
us about tongues and other manifestations of the Spirit? How should the church reach out into the world with the message of salvation? This revised
BST volume from John Stott opens to us the early days of the church as recorded by Luke in the book of Acts.
Your Mind Matters Jul 26 2022 "Knowledge is indispensable to Christian life and service," writes John Stott. "If we do not use the mind which God has
given us, we condemn ourselves to spiritual superficiality." John R. Stott makes a forceful appeal for Christian discipleship that engages the intellect as
well as the heart.
The Message of Romans Apr 30 2020 In this revised BST volume, John Stott clearly expounds Paul's words, themes, and arguments in Romans and
offers applications for today's readers. Deeply acquainted with the text and context of Romans and Pauline scholarship, Stott also explores the epistle's
rich harmonies and broad vision, highlighting the power of the gospel.
Christian Mission in the Modern World May 24 2022 Newly updated and expanded by Christopher J. H. Wright, John Stott's classic book presents an
enduring and holistic view of Christian mission that must encompass both evangelism and social action. Through a thorough biblical exploration, Stott
provides a biblically based approach to mission that addresses both spiritual and physical needs.
Same Sex Relationships Oct 17 2021 What does the Bible say about same-sex relationships? How should Christians think about this divisive and
heartfelt issue? And what of those who are caught in the crossfire: the brothers and sisters who experience same-sex attraction, but are committed to
being faithful to the teaching of scripture and resisting it? In this revised, updated and extended book, the late John Stott lays out the biblical position on
same-sex relationships with care, wisdom and compassion.
Acts Aug 23 2019 18 inductive studies with commentary insights on the powerful story of the emergence of the early church. Focuses on the outreach
and spread of Christianity.
The Radical Disciple Jun 13 2021 In the last book by the leading evangelical churchman of the 20th century, John Stott opens up what it means at root
to be a follower of Jesus. He explores eight aspects of Christian discipleship which are too often neglected and yet deserve to be taken seriously:
nonconformity, Christlikeness, maturity, creation care, simplicity, balance, dependence and death.The message is simple, classic and personal: Jesus is
Lord. He calls. We follow.
Reading the Sermon on the Mount with John Stott Feb 27 2020 John Stott's teaching on this timeless text explains how its value system, ethical
standard, religious devotion and network of relationships clearly distinguish it from the nominal church and the secular world. Here Stott's The Message
of the Sermon on the Mount is offered in brief readings suitable for daily use along with weekly studies.
Through the Bible, Through the Year Aug 15 2021 These unique daily readings from the late scholar John Stott take readers through the Bible and the
church year simultaneously as they grow closer to God. Now in paper.
The Message of Ephesians Aug 27 2022 Millions have caught Karl Marx's vision of a New Man and a New Society. "Paul presents a greater vision
still," writes John Stott. In his letter to the Ephesians the apostle "sees the human predicament as something even deeper than the injustice of the
economic structure and so propounds a yet more radical solution. He writes of nothing less than a 'new creation.'" John Stott expounds Paul's theme of
uniting all things in Christ by uniting his church and breaking down all that seperates us from God, one ethnic group from another, husband from wife,
parent from child, master from slave. A book for all who want to build the church into the new society God has planned it to be.
The Cross of Christ Oct 29 2022 Why should the cross--an object of Roman distaste and Jewish disgust--be the emblem of our worship and the axiom of
our faith? And what does it mean for us today? In this thoughtful, comprehensive study of Scripture, tradition and the modern world, John R. W. Stott
brings you face to face with the centrality of the cross in God's plan of redemption.
God’s Word for Today’s World Jun 25 2022 Nothing is more important than hearing, understanding and obeying God’s Word. Our lives and local
churches depend on this for their life, health and growth. John Stott is well known worldwide for the commitment he had to the Bible, both in his
preach- ing and in his living. In this persuasive book, Stott concisely demonstrates the power, authority and relevance of the Bible for every Christian –
in every culture and generation. What is the purpose of God’s Word? How does it point us to Christ? What is its relationship to the Holy Spirit? How
does it shape the church? And what does it mean for Christian discipleship? The author answers these questions with simplicity and clarity, urging us to
hear and obey God’s Word in today’s world.
The Letters of John Sep 28 2022 In this Tyndale commentary, John Stott provides insight into the books of 1, 2, and 3 John. Exploring John's hope for
his past and present readers to be firmly established in faith, love, and holiness, Stott shows how John challenges us to remember what we already know
and stay loyal to the teachings we've heard.
The Contemporary Christian Aug 03 2020 Christianity Today 1994 Critics Choice Award winner 1993 Christian Booksellers Association/Europe Book
of the Year Award winner People today reject Christianity not because they think it is false but because they believe it is irrelevant. John Stott knows
otherwise. In this book he challenges all of us to move with the times while standing firmly on the truth of God's Word. "To be 'contemporary' is to live
in the present," Stott writes. "To be a 'contemporary Christian,' however, is to ensure that our present is enriched both by our knowledge of the past and
by our expectation of the future." The challenge, then, is to be both conservative and radical--conservative in guarding God's revelation and radical in
applying that revelation to the realities of the contemporary world: space travel, homelessness, genetic engineering, pollution, war, health care, gang
violence, education and more. Opening our eyes to the Word and the world, Stott shows how Christianity can speak effectively and relevantly to the
contemporary world. He includes chapters on the human paradox, authentic freedom, mind and emotions, evangelism and social action, the pastoral
ideal and dimensions of renewal. For those familiar with Stott, The Contemporary Christian is a "must-read" book. For those who have not yet
benefited from his insight and passion, The Contemporary Christian affords the perfect opportunity to get acquainted with one of the most widely read
and respected Christian thinkers at work today.
The Message of Galatians Dec 19 2021 Paul's letter to the Galations came as welcome encouragement and guidance to enclaves of young converts
tucked away in the mountains of Asia Minor. John Stott helps us to understand and apply the message of Galations in the face of contemporary
challenges to our faith.
Issues Facing Christians Today Mar 22 2022 Terrorism. Same-sex marriage. Debt cancellation. The AIDS pandemic. These are just some of the critical
contemporary issues addressed in this book. Issues Facing Christians Today helps thinking Christians sift through and respond to a sweeping array of
complex and pressing topics. Thoroughly revised and updated by Roy McCloughry and fully endorsed by John Stott, this fourth edition continues a twodecades-plus legacy of bringing important current issues under the lens of biblically informed thinking. Combining a keen global awareness with a gift
for penetrating analysis, the authors examine such vital topics as: Pluralism and Christian witness Cohabitation, environmentalism, and ecological
stewardship War and peace Abortion and euthanasia And much more. An entirely new chapter on bio-engineering has been contributed by Professor
John Wyatt of University College London. Including a study guide, Issues Facing Christians Today is essential reading for Christians who wish to
engage our culture with insight, passion, and faith, knowing that the gospel is as relevant and deeply needed today as at any time in history. As the
culture wars continue, this book will remain a critical contribution, helping to define Christian social and ethical thinking in the years ahead.
Christ the Controversialist Sep 23 2019 Jesus lived a stormy life. His teachings angered the Establishment and brought him face to face with those who
disagreed- Pharisees who were shocked at his lack of respect for their traditions, Sadducees who could not accept Jesus' view of the afterlife, prostitutes

and other social outcasts who could hardly imagine how a good man would even talk to them. These conversations touched on questions of morality,
worship, authority and social responsibility. In fact, John R. W. Stott, rector of All Souls Church in London, basing his comments on these dialogues,
discusses nearly all of the major Christian doctrines. And he shows how these ancient controversies have direct counterparts in our own twentiethcentury world.
Romans Nov 25 2019 The gospel has power: the power to save us, the power to change the world. The truth in Romans will transform your thinking and
convict your heart as you discover the power of the gospel for every area of your life and our world. In this newly updated Bible study guide you can
explore Scripture under John Stott's guidance.
John Stott Sep 04 2020 "Thirty-five of John's friends open their hearts and share memories of a unique man and a truly special friend." -- Back cover.
Life in Christ Apr 23 2022 What does it mean to have a faith that is centered on Jesus Christ? What does a life focused on him look like? Life in Christ
explores these questions through prepositions and phrases in the New Testament such as through Christ our mediator, on Christ our foundation, under
Christ our Lord, like Christ our model, and others.Anyone looking for profound yet practical help for daily life will find inspiration in this book. John
Stott draws from his profound experience and his scholarly knowledge of the New Testament to present the different aspects of Christ's power in the
Christian's life.
Favorite Psalms Jul 22 2019 Offers insight into thirty-eight chapters of Psalms, offering insight and practical applications that address their
backgrounds and themes. Original.
The Message of Acts Jun 01 2020 The Spirit moves the church into the world. What can the book of Acts tell us about how the church should operate
today? John Stott describes the Spirit-motivated, world-changing mission of the early church and applies its experiences to the modern issues that
churches face every day.
Studies in the Theory and Method of New Testament Textual Criticism Dec 07 2020 The seventeen studies in this volume provide a presentation and
assessment of past and current methods applied to the New Testament text. Coauthors Epp and Fee offer an introductory survey of the whole field of
New Testament textual criticism, followed by sections of essays on these topics: definitions of key terms; critiques of current theory and method; methods
of establishing textual relationships; studies of the papyri with respect to text-critical method; and guidelines for the use of patristic evidence. --From
publisher's description.
Human Rights & Human Wrongs Feb 09 2021 Human Rights and Human Wrongs shows you that it is our responsibility to demonstrate Christ's love
through participation in social action. John Stott begins this discussion by documenting the evangelical heritage of service that originated with the
ministry of Jesus Christ and the apostles and culminated with the social reforms and economical improvements of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. He then examines today's critical issues and stresses the urgent need to meet the crises of our time with "a Christian mind."
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